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FURNISHED ROOM NEEDED: Looking for a room to rent or sublet from October 10, 2018 until February 16, 2019. During this period, I will be in Boston to work on a research project at the Psychology department at Harvard. I am looking for a furnished room, preferably in or near Harvard square, but I don’t mind travelling a bit. I can afford a room up to $950/mo. inc. utilities. Let me tell you a bit about myself. I am 30 years old, engaged, and from Amsterdam, the Netherlands. I obtained my master’s degree in Psychology in 2015, and immediately after that I started my research to get my PhD, which I hope to finish in early 2020. My hobbies include reading, cooking and baking, seeing movies/series, softball and crossfit. Hope to hear from you! Please contact Jolanda Kossakowski at jjkossakowski@fas.harvard.edu

CONNECTION UNCLASSIFIEDS

MONDAY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: INEQUALITY AND SOCIAL POLICY SEMINAR
3 Seema Jayachandran (Northwestern University) The effects of attending kindergarten on child development in rural India
DECEMBER 12:00 noon, Harvard Kennedy School, Allison Dining Room (Taubman 520)

TUESDAY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: CULTURE AND ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
4 Manja Klemenčič (Sociology) Students in service to their universities: Reframing the inquiry in sociology of higher education on the effects of college on students
DECEMBER 12:00 noon, WJH 450

TUESDAY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY LUNCH
4 Marc Lluis Vives (Brown University) [title to be announced]
DECEMBER 12:00 noon, WJH 105

TUESDAY DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: CLINICAL JOB TALK
4 Matthew Lebowitz (Columbia University) On the promise and pitfalls of biomedical explanations for mental disorders
DECEMBER 3:00 pm, WJH 105

THURSDAY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY SEMINAR
6 Christine Percheski (Northwestern University) [title to be announced]
DECEMBER 12:00 noon, Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies, 9 Bow St. • Co-sponsored by the Weatherhead Initiative on Gender Inequality